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       Things have a habit of working out, you know. Eventually. 
~Angie Sage

...yelling doesn't make a thing any more possible. 
~Angie Sage

When the Fyre inside is kindled and when the Time Is Right, anything is
possible. 
~Angie Sage

You can't just rattle it off like a demented parrot. 
~Angie Sage

You could give us a hand instead of staring into space like a
constipated camel," Terry Tarsal rudley broke into Marcia's spinning
thoughts. 
~Angie Sage

Beauty Lures the Stranger More Easily into Danger -Septimus Heap 
~Angie Sage

the chocolate raisins tasted somewhat fishy, but Lucy didn't
care-chocolate was chocolate. She changed her mind however, when
she realized that the raisins were tiny fish heads. 
~Angie Sage

They would all be sorry... particularly the duck. 
~Angie Sage

Blue to get ready Green to go Yellow to guide you through the snow
Orange to warn you that over you'll go Then red will be the final glow
Now seek the black, there's no going back. 
~Angie Sage
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Life was simple when you were a Shield Bug. 
~Angie Sage

Oh it's a pebble... But it's a really nice pebble Dad thanks. 
~Angie Sage

Things always look better in the morning. 
~Angie Sage

There's no way the new chimney will fall down, Lu. Not with you in
charge. It wouldn't dare. 
~Angie Sage

Shouting something didn't make it any more possible. 
~Angie Sage

Don't go to the circus. 
~Angie Sage

I really like Septimus Heap. he is my favorite guy in the story. I should
make you all read it. 
~Angie Sage
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